Alphabetical Order

Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. mask, magical, laugh, eight
   ____________________,  ____________________,  ____________________,  ____________________

2. ramp, wrapped, raise, flame
   ____________________,  ____________________,  ____________________,  ____________________

3. batch, trade, track, they
   ____________________,  ____________________,  ____________________,  ____________________

4. graph, crane, chance, grade
   ____________________,  ____________________,  ____________________,  ____________________

5. stamp, stage, safety, station
   ____________________,  ____________________,  ____________________,  ____________________
Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. mask, magical, laugh, eight
   
   eight, laugh, magical, mask

2. ramp, wrapped, raise, flame
   
   flame, raise, ramp, wrapped

3. batch, trade, track, they
   
   batch, they, track, trade

4. graph, crane, chance, grade
   
   chance, crane, grade, graph

5. stamp, stage, safety, station
   
   safety, stage, stamp, station